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Michael Newton, Ph.D., holds a doctorate in Counseling Psychology, is a certified Master

Hypnotherapist, and is a member of the American Counseling Association. He has also been on the

faculty of higher educational institutions as a teacher while active in private practice in Los Angeles.

Over many years, Dr. Newton developed his own intensive age regression techniques in order to

effectively take hypnosis subjects beyond their past life memories to a more meaningful soul

experience between lives. He is considered to be a pioneer in uncovering the mysteries about life

after death through the use of spiritual hypnotic regression. He now trains other advanced

hypnotherapists in his techniques. Dr. Newton is the author of three best-selling books, Journey of

Souls: Case Studies of Life Between Lives (Llewellyn, 1994) , Destiny of Souls: New Case Studies

of Life Between Lives (Llewellyn, May 2000), and Life Between Lives: Hypnotherapy for Spiritual

Regression (Llewellyn, 2004). Ã‚Â Dr. Newton has an international reputation as a spiritual

regressionist who has mapped out much of our life between lives experience. He has appeared on

numerous national radio and TV talk shows to explain our immortal life in the spirit world. For

information about Life between lives Hypnotherapy (LBL) and how to arrange an LBL session

please contact The Newton Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy at

http://www.newtoninstitute.org

I have read all Newton's major books which have been fascinated and very helpful in giving new

insights especially in regard to in-between lives. Having personally experienced non-stress related



out-of-body and white light experiences such research has re-enforced and expanded my

understanding.I was hoping to find satisfactory answers to some questions that all my life have

caused me much heartache despite all my readings still do not make sense even in the big picture

and continue to go unanswered:1. What purpose does it serves individuals who die suddenly or

from indiscriminate natural "disasters?2.Prior to having the ability to learn from the experience in

their present lives why do the very young suffer and die?3. Since animals do not have free will as

humans and live mostly by instinct, what purpose does their suffering serve?...And why would a

compassionate creator allow a natural system of carnivores/predators causing so much ongoing

stress, fear and suffering in the animal kingdom?4. Why do so many people with so much talent and

skill find themselves in circumstances with little opportunity to use those special abilities to make

this a better world...Why do not the spirits not work along side us for the greater good rather then

allow us to become so discouraged and allow others of greed and cruelty to continue to dominate

and decimate our planet?5. Why does prolonged suffering occur amongst animals ...how could they

be learning anything to further there spiritual evolvement since unlike man they are instinctual

beings without free will ?6. It seems thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“lessonsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• can often be so

hard, and or prolonged as to severely traumatized a person and loved ones causing understandable

bitterness and regression, especially when earthbound the reasons are unfathomable yet still not

revealed to them, which seems counter-productive and cruel ? Christ knew with certainty where he

came from, his purpose and where he was going and why he was being crucified while God in spirit

by his side, giving much needed comfort and fortitude etc. ...so why not the rest of us ? 7. Childhood

would seem waste of time rather then starting at a mature age or where one left off from their last

incarnation. Children being more prone to engage in abuse (...and further bad karma) cause

unnecessary suffering, especially toward the defenseless such as animals?It would be a great relief

as well as remove a substantial hindrance to my spiritual progress if any anyone could answer

these questions as specifically as possible or give me references to some text that does, or if unable

to ask someone appropriate during your hypnotic therapeutic questionings who could, such as a

spiritual guide which if published would be of great interest and worth to others as well.Thank you

such much for your time and considerations,Brad KalitaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Sum greater than

partsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•:The multi-faceted elements of human beings as a whole may be more

comprehensible to make a comparison to the facets of water.Water is probably the most wondrous

of substances having several distinct forms/properties depending the environment: Solid, liquid and

vapor.Solid StateÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦which we know well. Humane similarities in liquid state: Potential

to let go, and just flow...exampfied by the wise elder who fell into a raging riversurviving by not



struggling and exhausting himself but rather flowing over the rapids until reaching calmer

waters.Vaporous State ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ethereal/spirit state, as in transcending or

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“passing over.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•In scientific terms; Matter and energy never lost but

transformed ...ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“having continually evolving integrative emergent

qualitiesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•.Such deductions may be comforting as well as enlightening since they

coincide with laws of physics, thereby lending fascinating possibilities to human transformative

potential.Life after Life based upon personal and thousands of documented case studies:Evidence:

Those experiencing anÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Out-of-bodyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• often see/report things that

they couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t possibly have seen/known.Core experiences independent of

pre-religious etc. beliefs.Very young unaculterated children have same experience as

adults.Contrary to claimed as stress induced, experiences are often situationally non-threatening

spontaneous events.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The Unified FieldÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•: Before returning

earthbound ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Near-DeathsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• are often met by loves ones and animals

experiencing surroundings of luminous radiant harmony and great beauty.Any questions/concerns

are satisfactory answered telepathically, then consciously deleted.A detailed review is made of ones

life during a wonderful restful period prior to corrective co-strategy...including race, gender, planet

etc. for next incarnation.For teaching progressive/evolvement purposes unless prior reconciled,

abuses inflicted are likewise experienced.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Ye shall do even greater

thingsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Jesus: Through further effort, varied life situational

experiences and resulting acquired wisdom, eventually an ultimate magnificently blissful eternal

multi-dimensional state of incredible opportunities and abilities is achieved.

Surely a compliment to all previous works by Dr. Newton, this interesting collection of past life

regression cases will no doubt satisfy fellow kindred readers of the "Journey" and "Destiny" (of

Souls) types. These cases lend further credence to LBL theory and practice as they are all well

received submissions from Institute-certified hypnotherapists from around the world. As such, the

means and methods used therein are what we "Newtonites" have been accustomed to, while the

many new individual sessions highlighting unique troubles and circumstances provide new

perspectives of interest from the contributing authors. An exciting read that left me, however,

indifferent this time around. Somehow the contributors have (by design or consequence) injected

notions which suggest life's recurring hardships and lessons evolve toward "humanizing" us (souls)

in the spirit world, and that would be very troubling, indeed. Suffice it to say that we should all hope

that Spirit remains free of the so-called 'human condition,' without all of its troubling emotional



quagmires becoming permanent soul fixtures to lead us on a never-ending path of lessons which

may never conclude in peace or finality. As they say, 'one man's soul trash is another man's soul

treasure.'In any regard, a worthwhile -if not must have- addition for all who care to seek more....

I greatly enjoyed this book & now I'm returning to an old book by Mr. Michael Newton. Your books

are fascinating. Your writing is good. I suppose my only curiosity is why authors, physicians and the

scientific, community avoid the possibility of monotheistic faith being true at all cost?! I suppose

Angels, guides, and life beyond this one are acceptable, although not in line, with the ridged Biblical

text influenced by culture & politics but religion is often steered sway from being credited as reality

as.well. All that you've written proves it's just as likely to mean these soils are under on remarkable

good entity. Whatever name used... its God. If we should embrace depictions of a glory filled

beautiful live between lives, we should be willing to accept a bit more, to believe in one God with

assistance from good souls Minus the hate religion often puts in place, these may be more than only

"depictions" of God. Love beauty, lessons & guidance...actually could be under an all loving creator-

God just might be real as well but until then I'll continue reading. Thanks so much!

While this one did not speak to me quite as strongly as Journey of Souls and Destiny of

Souls,perhaps because I am not meeting the subject for the first time as visualized by others, it is a

good follow up to those two books of Dr Newton and sheds some added light on the overall subject.

I think there will always be detractors who like to cast aspersions of fraud and quackery on all tales

of past/future/multiple lives because that shakes their own belief system, religious teachings or

comfortable live-die-go to heaven/hell paradigm. I don't hold that and eagerly explore with what I

hope is an open mind all accounts of other possibilities. There is too much here to be blown off

sensationalistic garbage.

"Journey of Souls" is first book I read by Michael Newton and that's an excellent compilation of case

studies of those who describe their afterlife experiences. This is a good read, but in my opinion not

as good as the first book which is totally ground breaking. Nevertheless, this book is worth reading

and will give you even more information about life on the other side. What I especially like about

Newton's books is that they are not his opinions about what happens after we die. These are the

recollections/memories of real living people who have actually experienced the other side and many

have the same or very similar experiences. Thank you Michael Newton and his students for all of

your hard work in compiling so many case studies.
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